
Christmas Games 



How the Grinch Stole Christmas 

Set Up: Divide teams into 4 groups. Divide the playing area into fourths (using cones or poly spots)
In each corner will be a hula hoop representing underneath the tree. In each hula hoop will be bean bags 
(presents). Assign each team a color: Blue, Red, Yellow, Green

Game: Each team will be defending their presents. Instructor will assign 2 Grinch from each team. The 
remaining students will be defenders. The Grinch’s job is to try and steal the opposing teams presents. If 
they enter another team’s marked off zone, they can be tagged. The taggers can only tag the Grinch 
who are in their zone. If a Grinch is tagged, he or she is to sit down. If a Grinch steals a present (bean 
bag) and safely returns it to their hula hoop, that team will be the winners for that round.

Rotate Grinch and defenders. Play multiple rounds.
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Snowball Fight

Set up: Divide two even teams. Set a line a dodge balls or soft throwing balls across the middle of the 
playing area. Assign two students to be Mr. and Mrs. Claus to wear red jerseys. 

Game: Once teams are divided have the students line up on opposing ends. The dodge balls represent 
the snow balls. On go, the students will begin playing a traditional game of dodgeball. Only in this game, 
if you are hit with a snow ball you sit where you were hit. It is the job of Mr. and Mrs. Claus to save the 
students who were hit with a snow ball. All the Claus’ have to do is touch the students who are sitting 
and they can re enter the game. If Mr. Claus or Mrs. Claus is hit, they take off their jersey and re-enter 
as a snowball thrower. When both Claus’ are hit, the game is over. 

Rotate jobs so multiple students have a chance to play Mr. and Mrs. Claus. If a student is hit in the head 
they are not out, the student who threw the ball is out. Make sure you stay on your side. No crossing the 
midline. 
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Building Frosty 

Set up: Class will be divided into two teams. Needed for each groups is 3 hula hoops, a bucket for a hat, 
bean bags for eyes and mouth, cone for a nose and a scarf. (Optional Noodles for arms, balls for 
buttons)

Game: Students will stand in a straight line parallel to each other. Students must all be linked by their 
hands. Similar to a Red Rover game the two groups will be facing each other. On go, the first student 
will pick up the hula hoop. The hoop must be passed through the entire group from the front of the line to 
the end. The trick is that hands must remain locked through the whole process.(Step in with one foot, 
pass it over your head and step out with the opposite foot) Once the first hula hoop makes it to the end 
of the line, the second hoop can get passed. Once all three hoops are passed to the end, the group 
builds Frosty.  First team to use all the equipment the proper way will win. 

Modification: Add more teams and add more items to dress frosty with. 
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Scrooge Tag 

Set up: Select one Scrooge to be the tagger. Scrooge will be on one end of the playing area with his or 
her back to the remaining players who will be on the opposite end.

Game:  Scrooge will start with his back to the group. The rest of the students will say” Mr. Scrooge, Mr. 
Scrooge how far away is Christmas?” Scrooge then says, “ Name is Ebenezer and I guess (then the 
Scrooge can say any number between 1-10) days away. Whatever number he says the students take 
that many steps. The students ask again. Scrooge replies. This continues until Scrooge thinks the 
students are close enough to tag. When Scrooge thinks he or she is ready to tag, after the students ask, 
Scrooge replies with “BA HUMBUG!” and turns to chase the students. Whoever is tagged becomes the 
next Scrooge. 
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Rudolph: Guide my Sleigh 

Set up: Scatter cones, poly spots, bean bags, jump ropes and any other miscellaneous equipment all 
over the play area. Each group is blindfolded. If you do not have multiple blindfolds, T shirts, bandanas, 
or juggling scarfs all work. 

Game: Break teams into three groups. Everyone must put on a blindfold except for the student in the 
front (Rudolph) Everyone else must put their hands on the shoulders of the person in front of them. On 
go, Rudolph must lead the students through the messed play area. If any of the other reindeer step on a 
piece of equipment, that group must restart. First team to make it to the opposite end will receive the 
points. 

Rotate Rudolph so more students have a chance to be the leader. Rotate spots in line so the students 
can experience being in the front, middle and end. 
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Charlie Brown Christmas Tree Hunt

Set up: Describe the Charlie Brown Christmas movie or show it. Explain that the students are stuck in 
huge snow drifts and need to create a path through the snow using the hula hoops. Class should be 
broken up into 4 groups. Create a giant pile of hula hoops behind the teams. On the opposite end of the 
playing area should be some sort of stand which represents the tree. I have bought and used the actual 
Charlie Brown Christmas Tree but anything will work as a representation. 

Game: Students will be in a relay line format. One person at at time will run to the pile of hula hoops and 
grab one. They are to set the hoop down. The next student is to then grab a hoop to continue the path. 
The object of the game is to create a path using the hula to the tree. First team to reach the tree will be 
the winners for that round.  (Students may connect their path to another teams path to use).
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Sleigh Ride 

Setup: Students should be divided into 4-5 groups. Spread bean bags all across one end of the playing 
area. On the other end each group will be equipped with one scooter and one jump rope. 

Game: Students will rotate turns pulling a student across the playing area on the scooter. Emphasize 
safety and the amount of pull that is necessary. The scooter will represent the sleigh and the pulling 
student will be the reindeer. Tell the kids that Santa dropped all of his presents and it is now their job to 
help him collect them. Pulling one student at a time, the team will collect one bean bag (present) at a 
time. Each group will rotate jobs each trip. The team with the most presents will be declared the winners. 
Compete for various rounds so everyone has a chance to do each job multiple times. 
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Jack Frost 

Set up: Create four different safe zones using four cones. Christmas music and a boom box will be 
necessary as well. 

Game: Assign one student to start as Jack Frost. If a blue jersey is a available use this to declare Jack 
Frost. Jack Frost starts in the middle of the play area everyone else is spread throughout. When the 
music starts everyone must begin running (skipping, galloping, hopping) in a circle. Jack Frost must 
remain in the middle while the music is playing. When the music stops, Jack Frost is free to run. 
Everyone who was running must find a warm house to get to (a safe cone zone). If you are tagged by 
Jack Frost you are frozen where you stand. Count how many students Jack tagged and rotate taggers. 
Everyone enters the game after each round. 
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